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(57) ABSTRACT 
A communication system balances message traf?c between 
return channel groups and within the groups, so that the user 
does not control the speci?c transmission frequency used. 
Uplink frequencies and bandwidths for the return channels 
are set by the system in a return channel control message in 
the broadcast signal so as to account for system and return 
channel group loading, and to account for user message 
backlogs. An initial transmission from a remote user may be 
made using an ALOHA-type burst signal that provides a 
message backlog to the control station, and is made on a 
frequency determined from a randomly weighted, load 
based frequency selection process. The system, and not the 
individual users determine the frequency and channel allo 
cations. For large backlogs or priority users, periodic band 
width is provided. A method for balancing loads among and 
between groups of return channels in the communication 
system includes requesting return channel bandwidth in an 
uplink message from a remote user to a control station. The 
uplink message may include a both a backlog indicator and 
a bandwidth allocation request provided to a Network 
Operations Center (NOC) which can be used to set the return 
channel bandwidth and frequency for the remote uplink. A 
user message is transmitted on the designated return channel 
frequency using bandwidth allocated in accordance with the 
backlog indicator and a bandwidth allocation request so that 
traffic loads are maintained in balance between established 
return channel frequency groups, and within each return 
channel frequency group. 
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR EFFICIENT 
TDMA BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION FOR TCP/IP 

SATELLITE-BASED NETWORKS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t under 35 U.S.C. 
§ 119(e) of US. Provisional Application of Kelly et al. 
entitled “Ef?cient TDMA Bandwidth Allocation for TCP/IP 
Satellite-Based Networks”, Ser. No. 60/188,375, ?led on 
Mar. 10, 2000, and of US. Provisional Application of Kelly 
et al. entitled “TWo-Way Communications System and 
Method”, Ser. No. 60/197,246, ?led on Apr. 14, 2000, the 
entire contents of each being incorporated herein by refer 
ence. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] This invention relates generally to a bandWidth 
allocation scheme for Time Division Multiple Access 
(TDMA) systems, and speci?cally to ef?cient bandWidth 
allocation for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Pro 
tocol (TCP/IP) systems over a TDMA-based satellite net 
Work. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art 

[0005] Using satellites for Internet and Intranet traf?c, in 
particular multicasting of digital video through use of Digi 
tal Video Broadcast (DVB) and tWo-Way broadband com 
munication has recently received a great deal of attention. 
Satellites can help relieve Internet congestion and bring the 
Internet and interactive applications to countries that do not 
have an eXisting netWork structure, as Well as provide 
broadband interactive application support. 

[0006] As one means of using satellite technology in this 
groWing ?eld, very small aperture terminals (VSATs) pro 
vide rapid and reliable satellite-based telecommunications 
betWeen an essentially unlimited number of geographically 
dispersed sites. VSAT technology has established effective 
tools for LAN internetWorking, multimedia image transfer, 
batch and interactive data transmission, interactive voice, 
broadcast data, multicast data, and video communications. 

[0007] The Internet Protocol (IP) is the most commonly 
used mechanism for carrying multicast data. EXamples of 
satellite netWorks capable of carrying IP Multicast data 
include Hughes NetWork System’s Personal Earth Station 
(PES) VSAT system and Hughes NetWork System’s 
DirecPC® system. Combining VSAT delivery With stan 
dards-based IP multicast ensures users a less eXpensive and 
more ?exible approach to achieving high-quality, real-time 
broadcasting. Satellite Digital Video Broadcast (DVB) tech 
nology and the Internet Protocol (IP) have converged (“IP/ 
DVB”) to alloW users transparent access to a variety of 
broadband content, including live video, large softWare 
applications, and media-rich Web sites. 

[0008] In support of these developments, VSAT systems, 
such as the Personal Earth Station mentioned above, alloW 
commercial users to access one of a generally limited 

number of satellite return channels to support tWo-Way 
communication. The choice of return or inbound channel is 
usually restricted to only a group of only a feW of the 
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possible channels precon?gured by a combination of hard 
Ware and/or softWare limitations. Some commercial systems 
may use a VSAT system terminal for Internet access to 

receive HTTP responses via the outbound satellite broadcast 
channel, and may send HTTP requests to the Internet 
through a VSAT inbound channel. Unfortunately, as these 
systems are mass-marketed to consumers and the number of 
users increases, the generally limited number of inbound 
channels can eXperience congestion and reduced user 
throughput as a result of an increasing number of users 
competing for a ?nite number of inbound satellite channels. 
The potential bene?ts that VSAT technology bring to con 
sumers in the area of broadband delivery are necessarily 
diminished by the limited bandWidth, available on the 
inbound channels. 

[0009] Slotted-time approaches for the uplink channels are 
commonly used and may be based on Time-Division Mul 
tiple Access (TDMA). TDMA is a technique for allocating 
multiple channels on the same frequency in a Wireless 
transmission system, such as a satellite communication 
system. TDMA alloWs a number of users to access a single 
radio frequency (RF) channel Without interference by allo 
cating unique time slots to each user Within each channel. 
Access is controlled using a frame-based approach, and 
precise system timing is necessary to alloW multiple users 
access to the bandWidth (i.e. time slot access) necessary to 
transmit information in a multiplexed fashion on the return 
channel. 

[0010] Transmissions are grouped into frames, With a 
frame synchroniZation (“sync”) signal usually being pro 
vided at the beginning of each frame. FolloWing the frame 
sync, there are a number of time “slices” Within the frame for 
burst transmissions. In the simplest case, one time slice 
representing a ?Xed amount of bandWidth is allocated to 
each of the users having the need to transmit information. 
Each TDMA user gets a speci?c time slot (or slots) in the 
channel, and that time slot is ?Xed for the user during the 
transmission. In more complicated systems, multiple time 
slices are made available to users based on transmission 
need or a prioritiZation scheme. After all time slices have 
elapsed, another frame synchroniZation signal is transmitted 
to restart the cycle. HoWever, even if the user has nothing to 
transmit, the time slot is still reserved, resulting in inef?cient 
utiliZation of the available bandWidth. 

[0011] TDMA requires a method for timing of the epochs 
of burst transmission to reduce burst overlap and consequent 
“collisions” of different users’ transmissions. In addition, 
providing each remote user access to needed uplink band 
Width (essentially equivalent to slot access) becomes more 
dif?cult When sharing a larger number of different inroute or 
uplink channels among a large number of users. With 
TDMA, each VSAT accesses a control node via the satellite 
by the bursting of digital information onto its assigned radio 
frequency carrier. Each VSAT bursts at its assigned time 
relative to the other VSATs on the netWork. Dividing access 
in this Way—by time slots—alloWs VSATs to make the most 
ef?cient use of the available satellite bandWidth. Like most 
TDM-based protocols, bandWidth is available to the VSAT 
in ?Xed increments Whether or not it is needed, as discussed 
above. Establishing an equitable allocation of uplink band 
Width for each of the uplink or inroute users is difficult due 
to uneven (i.e. ?uctuating heavy or light) loading Within a 
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group of uplink channels, and due to relatively uneven 
loading betWeen groups of uplink channels. 

[0012] FIG. 1 provides an exemplary conventional satel 
lite communication system 100 Which limits each of “k” 
possible remote users 140 to one return channel group 160 
out of “n” available groups. Each of the n return channel 
groups 160 could, for example, have “m” return channel 
frequencies available, thereby alloWing each remote user to 
uplink on one of the m frequencies, as access is granted. 
Uplink timing information may be derived from transceiver 
150 using the received outroute broadcast 120 transmitted 
by earth station 110 through satellite 130. Outroute broad 
cast 120 may include several information streams each 
received by a portion of remote users 140. Timing signals for 
each remote user may be derived from its associated infor 
mation stream, and independent from the uplink timing 
information, and further may be applicable only for the 
return channel group 160 assigned to the particular remote 
user 140. In addition, internet/intranet access may be pro 
vided to remote users 140 through earth station 110 and 
gateWay 170. 

[0013] As the use of tWo-Way satellite netWorks has 
expanded into the consumer market, industry has further 
pursued internetWorking of multiple satellite-broadcast net 
Works and their associated independent inroute (“inbound”) 
or uplink channels. As the market expands, the number of 
possible uplink users further increases, and the previous 
approaches to allocation of return channel bandWidth to 
users in ?xed, predetermined uplink channel groups neces 
sarily requires additional hardWare and system complexity 
in order to accommodate the increased uplink demand. If 
return channel groups base their frame timing on a particular 
satellite broadcast Which is not common to all remote users 
across return channel groups, then users are necessarily 
limited to their pre-assigned return channel group, thus 
limiting ?exibility. 

[0014] Further, this approach becomes increasingly inef 
?cient both in terms of hardWare allocation, cost, and uplink 
channel bandWidth utiliZation, since many of the available 
groups of uplink channels may be either heavily or lightly 
loaded or subject to load imbalance relative to other inroute 
groups. This could be the result of each user being hard 
con?gured for access to a speci?c inroute channel, or to only 
a limited number of channels, Whether due to hardWare or 
softWare limitations, or the frame timing considerations 
discussed above. This problem is exacerbated by the bursty 
and someWhat unpredictable nature of such transmissions, 
Which also may result in inefficient use of the available 
bandWidth. 

[0015] Several solutions for bandWidth allocation are 
available for “casual use”, or non-critical uplink systems, 
and may be used in conventional satellite communication 
100 shoWn in FIG. 1. For example, Well-knoWn ALOHA 
techniques are employed in order to minimiZe overhead 
associated With allocation of bandWidth to users When there 
is no data to transmit. ALOHA Was developed to coordinate 
and arbitrate access to a shared communication channel. 
Although originally applied in terrestrial radio broadcasting, 
the system has successfully been implemented in satellite 
communication systems. A medium access method, such as 
ALOHA, is intended to prevent tWo or more systems from 
transmitting at the same time on a shared medium. There 
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must be some method for handling so-called “collisions”. In 
the ALOHA system, a system transmits Whenever data is 
available to send. If another system transmits at the same 
time, a collision occurs, and the frames that Were transmitted 
are lost. HoWever, a system can listen to broadcasts on the 
medium, even its oWn, or aWait an acknowledgement from 
the destination station to determine if the frames Were 
actually transmitted. 

[0016] HoWever, so-called pure ALOHA has about seven 
percent bandWidth ef?ciency, meaning that approximately 
14 times the required bandWidth must be allocated. Further, 
the delays to users actually having traf?c to transmit may not 
be acceptable in time-sensitive applications, particularly 
because the ALOHA technique “Wastes” bandWidth, and 
hence time slots, on users having no or loW traf?c load to 
transmit. 

[0017] The pure ALOHA technique is simple and elegant, 
but another method called slotted ALOHA, or random 
access mode, Was devised to double the traffic capacity. In 
the slotted ALOHA scheme, distinct time slots are created in 
Which users can transmit a single frame in a packet, but only 
at the beginning of a slot. Thus, the transmitter Will have to 
buffer data until the beginning of the next slot period. For 
example, a control node can emit a signal at the start of each 
slot to let all other users knoW When the slot is available. By 
aligning frames on slots, overlaps in transmissions are 
reduced. HoWever, users must Wait a fraction of a second for 
the beginning of a time slot before they can transmit. Also, 
data may be lost if users contend for the same slot, but not 
as much data as Would be lost in pure ALOHA. HoWever, 
tests have shoWn that slotted ALOHA has a performance 
advantage, and is best suited for short, “bursty” messages in 
applications that require fast response times, such as point of 
sale credit card veri?cation and ATM transaction processing. 
This contention technique alloWs VSATs to transmit at any 
time, and to continue transmitting if they receive acknoWl 
edgement that no other station is sending. HoWever, this 
method requires that channel utiliZation be held to around 18 
to 36 percent. 

[0018] Other systems use a slot reservation access mode, 
Wherein the host reserves slots for each user to transmit an 
assigned number of packets. In assigning bandWidth to 
match an assigned message duration, more ef?cient use of 
bandWidth is made than With the random access method, 
thus improving throughput. A draWback to this method is 
that more time is required for channel setup, adding further 
delay, and there may be too feW or too many packets 
assigned for message transmission for each user, leading to 
at least some inef?ciency in bandWidth utiliZation. Further, 
dynamic reallocation of bandWidth is not efficiently accom 
plished using this approach. 

[0019] Even if an ALOHA-type of channel access scheme 
is successfully used to gain access to bandWidth for uplink, 
there is still the problem of either over or under-loading the 
return channels, and also of having an imbalance betWeen 
groups of return channels. 

[0020] What is needed, therefore, is an apparatus and 
method for dynamically assigning uplink bandWidth 
depending on the users’ demands for return channel access. 
What is further needed is an apparatus and method for 
balancing the uplink loads betWeen return channels sharing 
a common uplink channel grouping, and Which also bal 
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ances the system load between groups of uplink channels 
Which share common frame timing. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0021] The present invention solves the aforementioned 
problems of providing a system, apparatus, and method for 
assigning uplink bandWidth depending on the user’s demand 
for return channel access, and to ensure that a load-balanced 
condition betWeen and among return channel groups is 
maintained. 

[0022] In one aspect of the invention, a control station for 
tWo-Way satellite communication includes an RF section for 
transmitting a broadcast signal and receiving a return chan 
nel from a remoter user. Areturn channel subsystem includes 
a return channel controller to process return channel infor 
mation and set a user bandWidth in the return channel. The 
return channel controller sets the transmit frequency and 
bandWidth of the return channel by evaluating either or both 
of a user backlog indicator and a bandWidth allocation 
request provided by the remote user in one or more return 
channel messages. The return channel controller also 
changes the return channel frequency Within a return chan 
nel group based on traffic loading Within the return channel 
group. 

[0023] In a second aspect of the invention, a transceiver is 
used to transmit a frame synchroniZed message to a control 
node, and includes a receiver Which detects a control node 
timing message in a received broadcast signal. A timing 
recovery section uses the control node timing message to 
determine a system-Wide transmit frame start time, and a 
message buffer temporarily stores an outgoing user message 
until it is transmitted. Atransmitter uplinks the outgoing user 
message during an assigned period after the transmit frame 
start time using an assigned transmit frequency determined 
by a group status message received in the broadcast signal. 
If necessary to achieve load balance, the transmit frequency 
can be changed to a different transmit frequency Within a 
current channel group, or changed to a frequency Within a 
different channel group, depending on the relative loading of 
the tWo return channel groups, and the remote user’s band 
Width requirement, as reported in the group status message 
received from the broadcast signal. The ability to assign 
transmission to another frequency in a different return 
channel group results, at least in part, by sharing a common 
system frame timing among all return channel groups. 

[0024] In a third aspect of the invention, a method for 
controlling a return channel from a control station includes 
transmitting a broadcast signal, receiving a return channel 
uplink from a remote user, and setting a return channel 
bandWidth and frequency With a return channel controller 
Which provides an allocation message in the broadcast signal 
for receipt by the remote users. The return channel band 
Width and frequency are set by evaluating a backlog indi 
cator provided by the remote user, and by evaluating the 
relative loads of all the return channel groups and individual 
transmit frequencies Within the return channel groups. 

[0025] In a fourth aspect of the invention, a method for 
transmitting a frame synchroniZed message from a remote 
user includes receiving a control node timing message in a 
broadcast signal, determining a return channel frame start 
time using the control node timing message, temporarily 
storing an outgoing user message, and transmitting the 
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outgoing user message on a transmit frequency during an 
assigned period after the return channel frame start time. The 
transmit frequency and assigned bandWidth may be deter 
mined by an inroute assignment message received in the 
broadcast signal. The remote user may initially transmit on 
a return channel con?gured to support an ALOHA-burst 
signal. This burst signal includes an indication of the remote 
user’s message traf?c backlog to the control node. The 
remote user may then be moved to a return channel Which 
either shares access With another remote user, or Which 
provides dedicated uplink access, depending on available 
system resources and the remote user’s bandWidth require 
ment. The initial ALOHA-burst uplink is sent on a transmit 
frequency selected locally by the remote user using a 
randomly Weighted frequency selection process based on the 
system or group load reported over the broadcast signal. 

[0026] In a ?fth aspect of the invention, a communication 
system for balancing traffic on a plurality of return channels 
includes a control station to transmit a broadcast signal to a 
remote user. The broadcast signal includes a non real-time 
frame marker, a timing message, and a return channel 
control message. A receiver at the remote user receives the 
broadcast signal and determines a return channel frame start 
time using the non real-time frame marker and the timing 
message. A transmitter at the remote user uplinks a user 
message on one of the return channels during a predeter 
mined period after the return channel frame start time. An 
uplink frequency and bandWidth of the return channel is 
determined by the return channel control message so as to 
account for system and return channel group loading, and to 
account for user message backlogs. An initial transmission 
from the remote user may be made using an ALOHA-type 
burst signal that provides a message backlog indication. This 
initial transmission may be made on a frequency determined 
from a randomly Weighted, load-based frequency selection 
process in order to ensure dynamic balance betWeen return 
channel groups. 

[0027] In a siXth aspect of the invention, a method for 
balancing loads among and betWeen groups of return chan 
nels in a communication system includes requesting return 
channel bandWidth in an uplink message from a remote user 
to a control station. The uplink message may include a 
backlog indicator and a bandWidth allocation request. A 
return channel bandWidth for the remote user may be 
allocated by processing the backlog indicator and a channel 
allocation message provided from the control station to the 
remote user in the broadcast signal. The channel allocation 
message may also allocate the return channel bandWidth. A 
user message is transmitted on a return channel in accor 
dance With the channel allocation message. 

[0028] The present invention in all its embodiments, col 
lectively and individually, has a number of features that 
distinguish it over conventional bandWidth allocation 
schemes. For instance, the present invention dynamically 
assigns bandWidth based on hoW much the users actually 
need, and directs uplink frequency changes to balance traffic 
load. The approach of the apparatus, system and method of 
the present invention not only balances the load betWeen 
return channel groups, but Within each return channel group 
as Well, ensuring an optimiZed bandWidth allocation scheme. 
The system is set up to automatically load balance every 
time a remote user starts a neW uplink session, and accom 
plishes the goal of having roughly the same number of 
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uplink users sharing each inroute channel, even With a large 
and increasing number of system users. This approach is 
particularly Well-suited and optimized for TCP/IP satellite 
traf?c, and is a highly desirable component to operating an 
ef?cient TCP/IP system over a TDMA-based satellite sys 
tem, including multiple satellites netWorked With the 
required supporting ground infrastructure. 

[0029] Finally, the method and system of the present 
invention alloW expansion to an essentially unlimited num 
ber of users on the same return channels Without extensive 
hardWare and softWare modi?cations, and alloWs these users 
to all have approximately equal access to the return channel 
capacity, or bandWidth. This capability is brought about, at 
least in part, by sharing system frame timing among all 
return channel groups, regardless of the broadcast source of 
the return channel control information sent from the control 
station, possibly including multi-satellite links. The system 
preferably shares a common non-real time reference pro 
vided to all remote users, regardless of the particular broad 
cast being received, or its source. 

[0030] These and other features and advantages of the 
present application Will become more readily apparent from 
the detailed description given hereinafter. HoWever, it 
should be understood that the detailed description and 
speci?c examples, While indicating a preferred embodiment 
of the invention, are given by Way of illustration only, since 
various changes and modi?cations Within the spirit and 
scope of the invention provided by this detailed description 
Will become apparent to those skilled in the art. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0031] The features and advantages of the invention Will 
be more readily understood upon consideration of the fol 
loWing detailed description of the invention, taken in con 
junction With the accompanying draWings in Which: 

[0032] FIG. 1 depicts a conventional satellite communi 
cation system; 

[0033] FIG. 2 shoWs the tWo-Way satellite communication 
system of the present invention; 

[0034] FIG. 3 shoWs the preferred IP/DVB protocol lay 
ering used in the present invention; 

[0035] FIG. 4 provides a block diagram of a preferred 
return channel transceiver; and 

[0036] FIG. 5 provides a diagram of the NOC return 
channel subsystem interface. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0037] Apreferred embodiment of the method and system 
of providing return channel TDMA frequency and band 
Width allocation of the present invention is described beloW. 
Although described generally in terms of Hughes NetWork 
Systems’ TWo-Way DirecPC® for ease of discussion, the 
thrust of the communication bandWidth allocation system, 
apparatus, and method of the present invention could be 
embodied in other forms With only slight variations as to the 
detailed implementation. It also Will be obvious to skilled 
artisans in the relevant art that all features of the invention 
Will not be described or shoWn in detail for the sake of 
brevity and clarity. 
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[0038] The present invention is designed to control allo 
cation of the available bandWidth of groups of return chan 
nels that share the same uplink frame timing derived across 
multiple transport streams. For simplicity, this tWo-Way 
satellite communication system 200 is characteriZed in FIG. 
2 as including one or more NetWork Operations Center 

(NOC) 210 (also commonly knoWn as a “hub”, “outroute”, 
“control node”, “control station”, or “earth station”, etc.), at 
least one satellite 230 having uplink and doWnlink transpon 
ders, one or more (i.e., 1 to k) remote users 240, each at a 
user node and having a satellite receive and transmit capa 
bility provided by an associated transceiver 250, Which 
provides an integrated uplink (or “return channel”) capabil 
ity. Transceiver 250 may transmit on one of a plurality (i.e. 
“n”) of return channel groups 260, Which, for example, may 
each have “m” channels or frequencies available for uplink. 

[0039] Thus, compared to conventional transceiver 150 in 
FIG. 1, transceiver 250 potentially has more uplink frequen 
cies available, that is, “m><n” frequencies instead of only 
“m”, due to the ability of tWo-Way satellite communication 
system 200 to access any of the return channel groups 260, 
and the limitation of conventional transceiver 150 to only 
the “m” channels available on its assigned return channel 
group. 

[0040] FIG. 2 also illustrates tWo NOCs 210, ie 
NOC1210a and NOC2210b, Which each provide at least one 
DVB Transport Stream 220 (eg 220a and 220b) to satellite 
230 for further retransmission. The DVB transport stream 
retransmitted from satellite 230 is shoWn merely as DVB 
transport stream 220 for clarity. Each NOC 210 in the 
system of the present invention may provide support for 
several receive or outroute channels. System symbol timing 
reference 270 preferably provides common symbol timing to 
each NOC 210 in the system, so that timing information 
used for deriving uplink frame start times may be recovered 
by all remote users 240. NOC 210 also preferably provides 
access to the internet or an intranet through gateWay 170. 

[0041] HoWever, application of the method and system of 
the present invention is not intended to be limited to a 
system having a speci?c number of NOCs 210 or remote 
users 240. Further, NOC 210 in FIG. 2 is distinguished from 
NOC 110 in FIG. 1 by each NOC 210 having the ability to 
support receiving and processing return channel traf?c from 
remote users 240 Which is transmitted in accordance With a 
common system timing scheme. 

[0042] A receive channel in transceiver 250 could, for 
example, operate at a rate of 48 Mbps, and the transmit 
channel in transceiver 250 is preferably a VSAT-like TDMA 
channel. Depending on consumer requirements, the channel 
rates for the transmit, “return, or “inroute” channel could be, 
for example, 64 kbps, 128 kbps, 256 kbps, or possibly even 
higher, as consumer needs arise. A group of multiple trans 
mit channels may also be shared among several independent 
DVB transport streams 220, Whether transmitted from the 
same or different NOC 210. The return channel also pref 
erably contains a link-layer protocol, at the burst level, to 
provide for a substantially lossless channel. 

[0043] The receive channel in transceiver 250 receives a 
DVB transport stream 220 from NOC 210 Which preferably 
uses an IP packet format Which may include packets 
arranged in accordance With the Multiprotocol Encapsula 
tion (MPE) standard. Apreferred superframe message 300 is 
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depicted in FIG. 3, wherein a superframe marker is peri 
odically transmitted. However, the superframe marker may 
be transmitted only every integral number of frames, such as 
every eight frames, for example. The stream preferably has 
DVB compliant MPEG-2 formatting which supports mul 
tiple MPE messages in a single MPEG frame. The transport 
stream may include ?Xed-siZe 204 byte MPEG packets, 
which could contain 188 bytes of user traffic and 16 bytes of 
forward error correction (FEC) data, for eXample. 

[0044] Preferably, an MPE header may also include spe 
ci?c media access control (MAC) data ?elds to indicate the 
type of media or traf?c contained in the data stream, e.g., 
superframe numbering packet (SFNP), unicast, multicast, 
conditional access, return channel messages, or return chan 
nel group messages, and other data ?elds to indicate, for 
eXample, whether the packet is encrypted. Forward error 
correction (FEC) at various rates may also be supported, e.g. 
FEC rates of 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, or 7/8. Further, the header of 
each frame may also contain a Packet Identi?er (PID) to 
distinguish between elementary streams in the DVB trans 
port stream 220 so that remote user 240 may ?lter the 
message by PID. For ease of discussion, DVB transport 
stream 220 will be referred to hereinafter simply as “broad 
cast”. 

[0045] As for the main thrust of the present invention, 
allocation of bandwidth and frequencies to the return chan 
nels as well as system monitoring and control functions may 
be carried out by use of a series of messages contained in 
various bytes of the broadcast stream transmitted to remote 
users 240. 

[0046] For eXample, the DVB MPE protocol layer pref 
erably provides for MAC ?elds which support various user 
MAC addresses as discussed above. In particular, return 
channel messages preferably include inroute command/ac 
knowledgement packet (ICAP) messages and inroute group 
de?nition packets (IGDP). Return channel group messages 
preferably support bandwidth allocation packets (BAP), 
inroute acknowledgement packets (IAP), and ICAP packet 
messages. These packets may all use User Datagram Pro 
tocol (UDP) datagrams, which utiliZe a transport protocol 
supported by the TCP/IP protocol architecture, and which 
support a connectionless transport service for unicast and 
multicast transmissions between UDP endpoints. Each of 
these message packets is discussed in further detail below, 
and in the tables provided. 

[0047] Turning to FIG. 4, transceiver 250 preferably sup 
ports TCP/IP applications, eg web browsing, electronic 
mail and FTP, and also multimedia broadcast and multicast 
applications using IP Multicast, e.g. MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 
digital video, digital audio and ?le broadcast. Transceiver 
250 provides a high-speed, over-the-air return channel as an 
alternative to a low-speed terrestrial return channel. Trans 
ceiver 250 contains receiver (RCVR) 410, processor 420, 
RF transmitter (RF XMTR) 430, timing recovery section 
440, and Transmit Unit (TU) 450. RF XMTR 430 modulates 
and transmits, preferably in burst mode, the in-bound carrier 
to satellite 230 and NOC 210. RF XMTR 430 may operate 
with, and be controlled by TU 450 and RCVR 410 via 
processor 420, which also could master RCVR 410 by use, 
for eXample, of a universal serial bus (USB) adapter (not 
shown). Con?guration parameters and inbound data from 
processor 420 may be input to RF XMTR 430 through a 
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serial port (not shown), and transmitter status information 
from RF XMTR 430 may also be provided through the serial 
port to processor 420. TU 450 conditions the outgoing data 
signal by incorporating the appropriate signal protocols and 
modulation scheme, e.g. IP/DVB protocol and TDMA using 
QPSK techniques, including Offset-QPSK (OQPSK). 

[0048] RCVR 410 receives broadcast 220 from satellite 
230 through antenna section 460, and recovers and provides 
appropriate timing-related signals to timing recovery section 
440. Timing recovery section 440 corrects or compensates 
the time of receipt of the received frame marker in accor 
dance with timing information contained in the received 
broadcast signal, for eXample, in a SFNP. Timing recovery 
section 440 further enables RF XMTR 430 through proces 
sor 420 and TU 450 to transmit at the appropriate time in 
accordance with a TDMA time-slot allocation scheme. 
Finally, antenna (ANT) 460 propagates and receives signals 
to/from satellite 230. 

[0049] A discussion of the nature, approach and operation 
of the bandwidth and frequency allocation system and 
method of the present invention follows. FIG. 5 shows some 
of the interfaces within NOC 210. Return channel subsystem 
(RCS) 510 in NOC 210 interfaces with NOC signal distri 
bution section 540, NOC timing section 550, and NOC 
processor 560. Among other functions, RCS 510 reas 
sembles packets received from remote users 240 over the 
return channels and a NOC inroute receiver (not shown) into 
IP packets for further processing. Non real-time frame 
timing transmitted in the broadcast stream to remote users 
240, and ultimately used for uplink timing in the return 
channels, is derived from a pulse from return channel 
controller 520 in RCS 510. Return channel controller 520 
also allocates bandwidth, coordinates the aperture con?gu 
ration, and sends framing pulses to burst channel demodu 
lators (BCD) 530. The number of BCDs 530 supported by 
RCS 510 is preferably at least 32 arranged to allow redun 
dant equipment support for at least 28 return channels. 
Multiple sets of return channel subsystems 510 may be 
provided in a networked cluster arrangement (not shown) 
within each NOC 210 to allow for processing of a large 
number of return channels, preferably up to 100,000 or 
more, for eXample. Return channel traf?c from the remote 
users provided from the NOC RF section (not shown) and 
the NOC inroute receiver (also not shown) and routed 
through NOC signal distribution section 540 is applied to 
one or more BCD 530 to demodulate return channel data 
received from the remote users, as directed by return channel 
controller 520. 

[0050] In addition, return channel controller 520 provides 
framing pulses to NOC timing section 550. NOC timing 
section 550 preferably includes appropriate means (not 
shown) to measure and compare packet delays associated 
with both internal NOC delays and NOC-satellite delays, 
respectively. NOC timing section 550 also preferably func 
tions as a “delay tracker” to ascertain and update the 
aforementioned delays. These delays may be determined 
from signals provided both from internal system timing 
signals and the broadcast signal as “echoed” or received 
from satellite 230. 

[0051] NOC timing section 550 provides the appropriate 
frame timing information to NOC multiplexer section (NOC 
MUX) 570 through NOC processor 560. NOC MUX 570 
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combines broadcast data intended for the remote users 240 
With frame timing information from NOC timing section 
550, and provides a packetiZed data signal to NOC signal 
distribution section 540 for transmission to satellite 230 
through the NOC RF section (not shoWn), and ultimately to 
remote users 240. Remote users 240 use the broadcast frame 
timing information to derive their oWn uplink frame start 
time Which is preferably synchronized throughout tWo-Way 
satellite communication system 200. 

[0052] The equipment, signals, and subsystems Within 
each of NOC 210 and transceiver 250 are preferably inter 
connected via one or more local area netWorks (LAN) (not 
shoWn) and, even more preferably, are interconnected in 
accordance With an open system architecture approach 
Which alloWs modi?cations and upgrades to be more easily 
accomplished as improvements in softWare and hardWare 
become available or desirable. 

[0053] The underlying timing approach of the present 
invention Which alloWs bandWidth and frequency allocation 
to take place across a large number of return channels on 
different return channel groups is to provide information to 
RCVR 410 so that transceiver 250 may precisely time its 
burst transmission time as an offset of the received super 
frame header. The superframe header received in a super 
frame numbering packet (SFNP) transmitted in the broad 
cast is used by every remote user 240 to synchroniZe their 
transmit start of frame marker to the superframe marker 
pulse generated by return channel controller 520. This 
superframe numbering packet (SFNP) is used to lock net 
Work timing for the return channels, and as a beacon to 
identify Which netWork is being connected to. This packet is 
transmitted on the “Superframe Number Packet” MAC 
address (see Table 1). HoWever, receipt of the SFNP by itself 
is not suf?cient because there are delays from the time that 
return channel controller 520 generates the superframe 
header until the time receiver 410 actually receives the 
SFNP. 

[0054] Further correction is applied by receiver 410 to 
account for the internal NOC outroute delay, a NOC-satellite 
transmission time delay, and a transmission delay from the 
satellite to each of the speci?c remote users 240, preferably 
based on knoWn parameters determined during a standard 
satellite-user “ranging” process during system initialiZation, 
and on additional timing information provided from NOC 
210 in broadcast 220. 

[0055] Thus, once every superframe, an internal NOC 
delay betWeen the time the previous superframe header Was 
supposed to have been sent, and the time that it actually Was 
sent is broadcast in a SFNP message to all remote users 240. 
This value, along With a “space timing offset” (STO) related 
to the transmission delays from NOC 210 to remote user 
240, is used by each remote user 240 to calculate the actual 
start time of the superframe. Remote user 240 uses the 
calculated superframe start time as the TDMA uplink frame 
time reference point for determining an upcoming transmit 
frame start time. Preferably, the internal NOC delay is 
routinely updated by NOC Timing section 550, and is 
thereafter also broadcast in a subsequent SFNP message to 
remote users 240. 

[0056] Knowing the synchroniZed uplink frame start time, 
and preferably sharing the same uplink frame start time 
among all remote users 240, alloWs NOC 210 to ef?ciently 
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control bandWidth allocation and frequency assignments 
among all remote users 240, both betWeen and Within all 
return channel groups 260. 

[0057] The operation of the communication timing system 
of the present invention Will noW be described. NOC 210 
takes formatted data packets and transmits them on the DVB 
transport stream 220 to satellite 230 for further retransmis 
sion to remote users 240. The data stream or “payload” 
information is transmitted folloWing an appropriately for 
matted MPE header and initialiZation vector, if the packets 
are encrypted. 

[0058] Included in the DVB transport stream 220 is the 
SFNP Which provides a superframe marker, as Well as the 
internal NOC delay and satellite drift correction for a 
previous superframe marker transmitted in a prior SFNP. 

[0059] When remote user 240 receives a SFNP at their 
respective RCVR 410, the received superframe packet is 
adjusted by timing recovery section 440 at remote user 240 
to determine its upcoming uplink transmission time such 
that the transmitted or uplink frame is received at the proper 
time at NOC 210. The time at Which the site preferably must 
transmit is a satellite hop before the time that NOC 210 
expects the data to be received. The transmission time may 
be measured by starting at a time later than the regenerated 
superframe time by the STO. The NOC delay and the 
receiver-satellite delay are subtracted from this timebase. A 
?nal adjustment to account for satellite drift is then made. 
Then, knowing the ?xed frame length, eg 45 ms, the frame 
start time of a subsequent uplink transmit frame can be 
determined. 

[0060] Once the frame timing is determined, a nominal 
value, eg close to 45 ms, Will preferably be used on a 
continuing basis With minor adjustments to account for drifts 
betWeen the counter and the timing pulse. Once TU 450 is 
aligned, there are only small corrections necessary to keep 
TU 450 synchroniZed to NOC 210. 

[0061] Initially, if remote user 240 needs to uplink mes 
sage traf?c, access is preferably requested on one of a 
pre-designated set of ALOHA burst channels. Remote user 
240 preferably has different states Wherein it may or may not 
be able to transmit messages. The states of receiver 410 in 
transceiver 250 may include: 

[0062] 1) Acquisition: Receiver 410 acquires broad 
cast 220. During this time, transceiver 250 is unable 
to transmit, and uses the SFNP for acquisition. 

[0063] 2) Learning Mode: Receiver 410 learns about 
the available return channel groups by receiving the 
IGDP messages (see Table 2). Remote user 240 Will 
only use a return channel if its TU 450 and RF 
XMTR 430 are available. 

[0064] 3) Ranging: If the remote user 240 has not set 
up its timing from its current location, it Will request 
a ranging session from NOC 210 by sending a 
ranging request via a ranging burst. A closed-loop 
process is used to ?ne tune timing and poWer. 

[0065] 4) Request BandWidth: Once the site has been 
ranged and data is to be transmitted, an ALOHA 
burst is used to transmit the data. Abacklog indicator 
Will be used to trigger NOC 210 to allocate band 
Width. 
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[0066] 5) Send Traffic: Remote user 240 sends user 
traf?c via an allocated return channel in one of return 
channel groups 260 using allocated “stream” band 
Width, i.e. bandwidth Which essentially dedicates the 
entire TDMA transmit frame to remote user 240. 

[0067] The IGDP packet (see Table 2) is preferably used 
to de?ne the return channels in a return channel group 260 
and their availability, and to alloW selection of return chan 
nel groups for user traf?c (using ALOHA for the setup) and 
ranging. Return channel groups may also be used to alloW 
for load sharing betWeen a number of return channels, and 
to minimize NOC 210 outroute bandWidth required to 
control the return channel bandWidth allocation. Return 
channel groups preferably limit the amount of information 
that needs to be cached or processed by receiver 410. The 
IGDP is preferably sent on the return channel broadcast 
MAC address. 

[0068] The IGDP preferably uses one packet per return 
channel group per superframe, for example, 26 kbps of 
bandWidth for 75 return channels per group, and 300 return 
channels. It may also be transmitted on an “All RCVR” 
Multicast address. 

[0069] Each receiver 410 preferably monitors all IGDPs. 
Receiver 410 preferably ?lters out return channel types that 
it is not con?gured to support, and may time out the 
de?nition if not received for three superframe times. An 
inroute group table is preferably created in each receiver 410 
from information contained in all of these packets. This table 
is preferably almost static in order to minimize the overhead 
processing in processor 420 required to reorganize its 
inroute group table. Minimizing table changes is desirable to 
reduce potential disruptions to system 200 operations. When 
remote user 250 is active, ie has bandWidth, it preferably 
monitors its currently assigned inroute group, as Well as a 
second inroute group near the time it is moved betWeen 
inroute groups. 

[0070] In order to limit latency When any of remote users 
240 need to transmit, all inactive transceivers 250 With valid 
ranging information may make a random Weighted selec 
tion, e.g. every 4th frame time (in the superframe), betWeen 
all the inroute groups that advertise a non-zero ALOHA 
Metric. Remote user 240 Will preferably start to monitor that 
inroute group, and the previous inroute group Will also 
preferably be monitored until all previous BAPs have been 
received, or lost. By making such a random Weighted 
selection, the possibility of suddenly making a lightly 
loaded uplink channel heavily loaded is reduced if multiple 
remote users 240 should need uplink access at roughly the 
same time. 

[0071] First, transceiver 240 may randomly select tWo of 
the ALOHA channels over the next con?gured number of 
frames for the inroute group it has selected. A reasonable 
assumption is that the ALOHA burst con?guration is gen 
erally static over time, and that the ALOHA burst channel 
Will be available. When remote user 240 needs to go active, 
and has no outstanding ALOHA packets, it may pick a 
random number of frames. Ignoring any frame times that 
had no bandWidth available from above, transceiver 250 
preferably transmits a single burst during the randomly 
selected frame time, and Waits to be acknoWledged. If it is 
not acknoWledged, or the acknoWledgement is lost, it may 
repeat the sending of the ALOHA packet up to a number of 
retries indicated in the SFNP, using a so-called “diversity 
ALOHA” approach. 
[0072] The ICAP packet (see Table 3) may be used along 
With the DVB MPE protocol MAC addressing scheme for, 
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among other reasons, explicitly acknoWledging ALOHA 
bursts by using acknoWledgement packets sent preferably, 
for example, on an inroute group’s multicast address, to 
reduce NOC 210 outroute bandWidth. Tables 3a through 3d 
provide a variety of message acknoWledgement types Which 
are preferably supported by the system and method of the 
present invention. 

[0073] While the ALOHA packet is outstanding, i.e. 
aWaiting acknoWledgement, transceiver 250 preferably 
monitors up to three inroute groups, ie one for an ALOHA 
AcknoWledgement, one for a neW inroute group to try, and 
one for the previously assigned inroute group, for example, 
in case a late acknoWledgement or other message type is 
transmitted late on the previously assigned inroute group. 

[0074] After receipt of an acknoWledgement, the band 
Width allocation packet (BAP) is preferably used to de?ne 
the current bandWidth allocation for all inroutes associated 
With an inroute group. Each frame, receiver 410 may receive 
another BAP from the inroute group on Which it is currently 
expecting to receive bandWidth. In order to be able to 
transmit data and process acknoWledgements, receiver 410 
may need to scan the entire inroute group table to derive the 
folloWing ?elds it may need: 

[0075] 1) Inroute Group—Since receiver 410 can be 
monitoring 2 inroute groups, it Will preferably con 
?rm the inroute group based on the MAC address of 
the packet, and only process the BAP for Which it 
expects to use bandWidth. 

[0076] 2) Inroute Index—This is the cumulative burst 
offset per slot size of a frame, and may be used as an 
index into the frequency table of the IGDP. 

[0077] 3) Frame Number—This ?eld may come 
directly from the frame number ?eld of the packet. 

[0078] 4) Burst Id—This may be the 4 least signi? 
cant bits of an index into the Burst Allocation Table 
in the BAP (see Table 4). 

[0079] 5) Burst Offset—The Cumulative Burst Offset 
preferably starts at 0, and increases With the each 
burst size. The Burst Offset is preferably the Cumu 
lative Burst Offset MOD Slot Size of a frame (i.e., 
modulus division). 

[0080] 6) Burst Size—This ?eld may come directly 
from the Burst Allocation Table, and Will preferably 
never cross a frame boundary. 

[0081] 7) AcknoWledgement Offset—This is the 
Index into the Burst Allocation Table of the entry. 

[0082] Preferably, the IDGP may use one packet per 
inroute group per frame, or 535 kbps of bandWidth for 25 
active users per inroute, 75 inroutes per group, and 300 
inroutes, for example. Since it is preferably transmitted on 
the inroute group’s multicast address, each receiver 410 Will 
only have to process 134 kbps. To attempt to ensure that 
active users do not have performance impacted, or data lost 
by any load balancing at a return channel subsystem 510, 
observation of the folloWing rules by remote user 240 is 
desirable: 

[0083] 1) At least ?ve frames prior to moving remote 
user 240 to a different inroute group, but on the same 
return channel subsystem 510, remote user 240 must 
be noti?ed, so that it can begin to monitor both 
inroute group streams, and Will need to continue 
monitoring both streams until all outstanding inroute 
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acknowledgement packets (IAP) are received, or 
have been lost. See below and Table 5 for a descrip 
tion of IAP. 

[0084] 2) There should be at least one frame time 
having no bandwidth allocated between bursts that 
are assigned to different inroutes. This is to ensure 
that remote user 240 will be able to ?ll all it’s 
assigned slots, and still have at least one frame time 
for tuning to the new frequency. This requirement 
preferably applies to bursts that are de?ned across 
consecutive BAPs, and when moving between 
inroute groups on the same RCS 510. 

[0085] 3) There preferably should be at least one 
complete frame with no bandwidth allocated 
between normal and ranging bursts. This is to ensure 
that transceiver 250 will be able to ?ll all it’s 
assigned slots, and still have at least one frame time 
for tuning and adjusting transmission parameters. 

[0086] 4) After the BAP that moves remote user 240 
to a different inroute group is sent, RCS 510 will 
continue to receive bursts under the old inroute 
group for a time in excess of the round trip delay. 
RCS 510 preferably accepts and acknowledges these 
frames, and remote user 240 should continue to 
monitor acknowledgements from the old inroute 
group. 

[0087] 5) Remote user 240 should not have its band 
width moved to a different inroute group while it is 
still monitoring a previous inroute group it has just 
been moved from. 

[0088] 6) Transceiver 250 will preferably only be 
assigned multiple bursts during a single frame time 
if they are all on the same inroute, and are all back 
to back in the frame, but without the burst overhead 
of turning RF XMTR 430 on and off for each packet. 

[0089] 7) All of the bursts, except the last, preferably 
are large enough for the maximum siZed packet 
(largest multiple of the slot size 2256, for example), 
but only the ?rst will have burst overhead / aperture 
included in it’s siZe. 

[0090] 8) Once an AssignID (see Tables 3a-3d) is 
assigned to a transceiver 250 on an inroute group, it 
will not change while the transceiver remains active, 
except as part of being moved between inroute 
groups. 

[0091] 9) Once an AssignID is assigned to a trans 
ceiver 250 on an inroute group, it preferably should 
be left fallow for ?ve superframe times after it is no 
longer in use. 

[0092] The inroute acknowledgement packet (IAP) in 
Table 5 is preferably used to explicitly acknowledge each 
inroute packet for assigned bandwidth with a valid cyclic 
redundancy code (CRC), regardless of the presence of any 
encapsulation data, to allow for faster recovery of inroute 
packet errors. ALOHA and non-allocated ranging packets 
are acknowledged explicitly (see Table 5). The IAP prefer 
ably uses one packet per inroute group per frame, or 
approximately 57 kbps of bandwidth for 25 Active Users per 
inroute, 75 inroutes per group, and 300 inroutes, for 
example. Since the IAP is preferably transmitted on the 
inroute group’s multicast address, each receiver 410 will 
only have to process approximately 15 kbps. If the IAP is 
lost, the transceiver 250 may automatically retransmit the 
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packet. The loss of the IAP for a particular inroute group 
could be detected by the next IAP packet received, or if no 
IAP is received for four frame times, for example. 

[0093] As for return channel message transmissions, the 
burst data frame has speci?c structures for ALOHA bursts 
(i.e. non-allocated bandwidth), and when bandwidth is allo 
cated. Examples of the different types of packet headers 
preferably used for these two data frame structures are 
provided in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. Two different 
header structures can be used to maximiZe ef?ciency of the 
allocated bandwidth messages, by minimiZing the siZe of 
required message headers. RCS 510 can detect the type of 
burst from the frame numbering information in the packet 
header. 

[0094] The inroute packet format may consist of a variable 
siZe header and 0 or more bytes of encapsulated datagrams. 
The encapsulated datagrams are sent as a continuous byte 
stream of concatenated datagrams, preferably with no rela 
tionship to inroute packetiZation. Proper interpretation 
requires reliable, in-order processing of all data bytes, 
preferably only once. To resolve problems due to data loss 
on the inroute, a selective acknowledgement, sliding win 
dow protocol may be used. As is the case for such sliding 
window protocols, the sequence number space should be at 
least twice the window siZe, and data outside the window is 
dropped by the receiver. 

[0095] For allocated streams, ie where bandwidth has 
been allocated to a remote user 240 (see Table 7), inroute 
burst data will preferably be retransmitted if not acknowl 
edged in the IAP for that frame number, or if that acknowl 
edgement is lost. If synchronization problems occur, RCS 
510 can force transceiver 250 to be inactive by removing its 
bandwidth allocation. This preferably causes transceiver 250 
to reset its sequence number and datagram counter to 0, and 
start at the beginning of a new datagram. Since the sequence 
number is preferably reset every time transceiver 250 goes 
active, any data sent in ALOHA or non-allocated ranging 
bursts may be duplicated due to retransmissions, if the 
acknowledgement is lost, and also due to diversity Aloha, 
discussed previously. 

[0096] When back to back bursts are allocated to the same 
transceiver 250, it preferably does not turn off the unit, and 
will use the saved overhead associated with burst processing 
to deliver extra “payload”, or user message traf?c. This will 
help maintain a desired 1 to 1 mapping of allocated bursts to 
packets. 
[0097] In the system, apparatus and method of the present 
invention, and with a preferred remote user and return 
channel addressing scheme, there is essentially no limitation 
on the number (“k”) of remote users 240 which may uplink 
data on a return channel. A minimum of 224 (~16 million) 
transceivers are preferably supported by the addressing 
scheme embodied within the DVB stream and, even more 
preferably, up to 228 (~256 million) transceivers are sup 
ported. 
[0098] Further, because the return channel is preferably a 
substantially lossless channel, compression techniques may 
effectively be employed to reduce bandwidth requirements. 
IP header compression has the potential to give a tremen 
dous improvement in bandwidth, since such compression 
eliminates 10-15 bytes for every IP packet. 

[0099] While a preferred embodiment has been described 
above in terms of a TDMA bandwidth or slot allocation 
approach, this preferred embodiment is in no way to be 
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considered limiting, and is provided only by way of 
example. As a further example, the method and system of 
providing bandwidth and frequency allocations can be 
accomplished across any type of communication system 
having multiple users sharing the same media, and may ?nd 
particular application in any slotted-time system that 
requires bit timing, eg a frequency-time system using a 
phase-locked loop (PLL) or frequency-locked loop (FLL) 
based upon the same timing standard. In addition, although 
the present invention provides bene?ts to using TCP/IP 
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applications, the system, apparatus and method of the 
present invention is not limited to this choice of protocols. 

[0100] It will be obvious that the present invention may be 
varied in many ways. Such variations are not to be regarded 
as a departure from the spirit and scope of the invention, and 
all such modi?cations as would be obvious to one skilled in 
the art are intended to be included within the scope of the 
following claims. The breadth and scope of the present 
invention is therefore limited only by the scope of the 
appended claims and their equivalents. 

TABLE 1 

Bits Field 

Superframe Numbering Packet SFNP Format 

Description/Notes 

8 Frame Type 

1 Timing Source 

32 SFNP Interval 

32 SpaceTimingOffset (STO) 

4 Aloha Backoff 

4 Aloha Retries 

A value of 1 indicates a SFNP (Super Frame Numbering 

Packet) 
Used to distinguish which timing unit generated this 
SFNP. 
This result indicates the elapsed time between this Super 
Frame pulse and the previous pulse and allows RCVR 
410 to adjust for any differences between it’s local 
measurement clock and a clock used by NOC timing 
units. If a clock used by NOC timing units has high 
accuracy, RCVR 410 will only need to receive 3 
consecutive SFNP to be able to interpret this ?eld. 
This is approximately the number of msec between an 
outroute superframe pulse and the time that the ?rst 
frame from the superframe will be received at the NOC. 
This is the number of frames (minus one) for an initial 
random backoff for the ALOHA transmission. 
This is the number of times (minus one) that a packet 
retransmission is attempted using the initial random 
backoff before Processor 420 may abort transmission. 

16 Aloha Max After the Aloha Retries have been exceeded, the 
Backoff transmission may be aborted, but RCVR 410 may 

continue to attempt to recover in the background. 

[0101] 

TABLE 2 

Inroute Group De?nition Packet (IGDP) Format 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

8 Frame Type A value of 2 indicates an inroute group De?nition Packet 
7 Inroute Identi?er for each inroute group. This must be unique across 

Group ID all inroute groups that are available to a set of NOC 
Outroutes. 

5 Frequency This ?eld is the offset into the packet (in 16 bit words) of a 
Offset Frequency Table (not shown). 

4 Return Indicates the type of Return channels that are de?ned in this 
channel Type group. Example values for OQPSK with Convolutional 

Encoding are: (0-64 kbps, 1-128k, 2-256k) 
16 Bandwidth This metric is used for random weighted selection of a Return 

Metric channel Group when going active. It may be based on a ratio 
of the number of return channels available for user tra?ic to 
the active number of users, and may also be used to ensure 
that users are evenly distributed between inroute groups. A 
value of Zero indicates an unavailable inroute group, or no 

ALOHA de?ned for this group. 
N x 24 Frequency This is the Frequency used to transmit on each of the Return 

Table channels in the Group. Changing the Frequency for a Return 
channel should be carefully coordinated to avoid 
interruptions of network operation, or transmission on the 
wrong Return channel frequency around the switch over 
point. There could be, for example, an upper bound of no 
more than 4,000 return channels between all Return channel 
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TABLE 2-c0ntinued 

Inroute Group De?nition Packet (IGDP) Format 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

Groups for an Outroute. The upper bound for the number of 
return channels in each Return channel Group, could be 
based on a limit of the number of Burst Allocations in the 
Bandwidth Allocation Packet (BAP). The value of N may be 
derived from the length of the IP Datagram. If an inroute is 
not used, then its bandwidth will be allocated to a reserved 
AssignID from the BAP. The frequency may be encoded as: 
Frequency = 14 GHz + value x 100 Hz. 

[0102] 

TABLE 3 

Inroute Command/Acknowledgement Packet (ICAP) 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

8 Frame Type A value of 5 indicates an Inroute Command/ 

Acknowledgement Packet 
5 Number of This is the number of entries in the Offset Table. 

Entries 

16 Frame Number For Acknowledgments, this is the Frame Number that is 

being acknowledged. For Commands, this is the Frame 
Number the Command will take effect on. 

N x 10 Offset Table This is a table of offsets wherein each of the variable 

sized Command/Acknowledgment ?elds begin. The size 
should be known based on the Command ?eld, but can 

also be derived from the Offset for the neXt Entry, or from 

the size of an IP datagram for the last entry. Each offset 
may be a 10-bit value, and starts from the beginning of 
the Offset Table. The value of N is the Number of 
Entries. 

N x 8 Command/ This is a list of Commands or Acknowledgments de?ned 

Acknowledgment in Tables 3a-3d. No more than 1 Command or 

Acknowledgment can preferably be sent per Packet. A 

value of N may be derived from the IP Datagram length. 

[0103] 

TABLE 321 

Aloha Acknowledgement 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

26 SerNr This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410, for example, or other 
unique remote user identi?er. 

5 Command A value of 1 indicates an Aloha Acknowledgment; only one 

diversity aloha packet will preferably be acknowledged on 
the inroute group’s multicast address. 

7 Inroute Group ID The inroute group, where future bandwidth will be 

allocated to remote user 240. The Inroute Type for this 

group should be the same type that was used in the Aloha 

packet. 
16 AssignID This is an Id that may be used in future Bandwidth 

Allocation Packets, where future Bursts will be allocated. 
A value of 0 could acknowledge the data without 

assigning any bandwidth. 
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[0104] 
TABLE 3b-c0ntinued 

TABLE 3b 

Disable/Enable TU Command Dlsable/Enable TU Command 

Bits Field Description/Notes Bits Field Description/Notes 

26 SerNr This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410, for example, 
or other unique remote user identi?er. 1 Enable Set to “1” if enable, set to “O” for disable. 
A value of 2 indicates a Disable/Enable TU 
Command — When disabled, RCVR 410 Will not 
transmit again until it is explicitly enabled from 
NOC 210. This setting may be stored in nonvolatile 
memory in RCVR 410. This command preferably is 
sent on the “All RCVR” multicast address. 

There may be no acknowledgement to this command. 

5 Command 1 6 AssignID This is an Id that may be used in future BandWidth 

Allocation Packets, Where future Bursts Will be 

allocated. 

[0105] 
TABLE 3c 

B its Field 

Go Active Command 

Description/Notes 

26 

16 

SerNr 

Command 

Inroute Group ID 

AssignID 

This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410, for example, or 
other unique remote user identi?er. 
A value of 4 could indicate a “Go Active” Command, for 
example. RCVR 410 may look for allocated bursts on the 
speci?ed inroute group and transmit on the ones 
allocated to it. This command is only accepted if RF XMI‘R 
430 is inactive, and has already successfully ranged for 
the Inroute Type. This command is preferably sent on the 
All RCVR multicast address. This command may also be 
implicitly acknowledged by the act of transmitting. 
This is the inroute group Where future bandWidth Will be 
allocated. 
This is an Id used in future BandWidth Allocation Packets, Where 
future Bursts Will be allocated. 

[0106] 
TABLE 3d 

B its Field 

Change Inroute Group Command 

Description/Notes 

26 

5 

16 

SerNr 

Command 

Inroute Group ID 

AssignID 

This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410, for example, or other 
unique remote user identi?er. 
A value of 5 could indicate a Change inroute group 
Command — This is only accepted, if remote user 240 is 
active. This command is preferably sent on the inroute 
group’s multicast address, and is implicitly acknoWledged 
by the act of using the neW inroute group. 
This is the inroute group Where future bandWidth Will be 
allocated. The Inroute Type for this group must be the 
same type that is currently in use. 
This is an Id used in future BandWidth Allocation Packets, 
Where future Bursts Will be allocated. A value of O can be 
used to force an RF XMI‘R 430 to go inactive, but the 
preferred method is to remove it’s bandWidth allocation. 

[0107] 
TABLE 4 

Bits Field 

BandWidth Allocation Packet (BAP) Format 

Description/Notes 

8 
16 

Frame Type 
Frame Number 

A value of 3 indicates a BandWidth Allocation Packet 
This indicates the Frame Number that is allocated in this 
packet, and is preferably larger than the current Frame 
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TABLE 4-c0ntinued 

Bits Field 

Bandwidth Allocation Packet (BAP) Format 

Description/Notes 

Number — The difference is a ?Xed offset to allow 

transceiver 250 suf?cient time to respond to changes in 
allocation. 

N x 24 Burst Allocation This is preferably a list of all the burst allocations for each 
Inroute. It may order all the bursts in a Frame, and then 
may repeat a Frame for each Inroute in the Group. It is 
preferably limited to no more than 489 entries, since IP 
Datagrams are preferably limited to 1500 bytes. This 
could be important, as this is a linear search for 
transceiver 250. A malformed Burst Allocation Table may 
degrade of the Network, as there preferably is limited error 
checking on this ?eld. The value of N may be derived from 
the length of the IP Datagram. See Table 4a. 

[0108] 

TABLE 421 

B its Field 

Burst Allocation Record Format 

Description/Notes 

16 

1 

6 

AssignID 

Ranging 

Burst Size 

This is a unique identi?er which may be used to indicate 
which remote user 240 the bandwidth was allocated to. The 

value of 0 may be used to indicate small ALOHA, i.e. 
bandwidth request and backlog indicator only (and Non 
allocated Ranging) bursts, and a value of 1 may be used to 
indicate large ALOHA bursts, i.e. backlog indicator and a 
maximum-sized length message. A value of OXFFFF may be 
used to indicate bandwidth that is not assigned. Other 
values may be dynamically assigned, however, there is 
nothing to preclude RCS 510 from imposing other reserved 
values, or structure on these values. 
This could indicate whether the burst is allocated for normal 
or Ranging bursts. Preferably, while transceiver 250 is 
ranging, it will still be able to send encapsulated datagrams 
over the inroute, and an active remote user 240 may have 
ranging turned on/off to test or ?ne tune its values, with minimal impact 
on performance. 
Size (in Slots) of this burst, and may include the aperture and 
Burst Overhead. 

[0109] 

TABLE 5 

B its Field 

Inroute Acknowledgement Packet IAP 

Description/Notes 

16 

Frame Type A value of 4 could indicate an Inroute Acknowledgement 
Packet 

Frame Number This may indicate the frame number for which the 

ACK 

acknowledgement applies, and should be less than the 
current Frame Number. 

This ?eld is a bitmap that matches the entries for this 
Frame in the Burst Allocation table of the BAP. To 

determine what was acknowledged, RCVR 410 must 

determine which bursts were assigned to itself from the 

BAP, and remember what data was transmitted during 
those bursts. The value of N may be derived from the 
length of the IP Datagram, and could match the value of N from 
the associated BAP. 
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[0110] 

TABLE 6 

Inroute Packet Format Non-Allocated 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

16 SerNr This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410/XCVR 250, for 
example, or other unique remote user identi?er. 

1 Backlog This indicates the presence of the Backlog ?eld. This 
Indicator preferably should alWays be present for ALOHA and Non 

allocated Ranging bursts, unless there is no backlog. 
2 Frame Number This is the 2 least signi?cant bits of the frame number, 

and Will help RCS 510 to determine Which burst Was received. 
4 BurstNr This indicates Which burst slot in the Frame this Was 

transmitted in, and helps to identify a burst as being an ALOHA type 
burst. 

8 Length FEC This is the FEC value for the length produced via table 
lookup in softWare. 

8 Length This is the length of the burst. It includes all the bytes 
starting With the Backlog Indicator ?eld through the CRC. 

8 Backlog This ?eld may be used to indicate the number of bytes of 
Backlog that are present and is preferably encoded as a 
?oating point number With a 2 bit eXponent ?eld and a 6 
bit mantissa, for example, and may be rounded up by TU 450. 

N x 8 Encapsulated This may contain 0 or more bytes of encapsulated 
Datagrams datagrams. There preferably is no relationship betWeen IP 

Datagram boundaries and the contents of this ?eld, i.e., 
this ?eld can contain a section of an IP Datagram, or 

multiple IP Datagrams. The value of N can be derived by 
subtracting the size of the other ?elds in the packet from 
the Length. 

16 CRC This is the burst required CRC ?eld. A burst With an 
invalid CRC is dropped, and statistics are retained. 

[0111] 

TABLE 7 

Inroute Packet Format Allocated 

Bits Field Description/Notes 

16 SerNr This is the Serial Number of RCVR 410/XCVR 250, for 
eXample, or other unique remote user identi?er. 

1 Backlog This indicates the presence of the Backlog ?eld. 
Indicator 

2 Frame Number This is preferably the 2 least signi?cant bits of the frame 
number, and Will help RCS 510 to determine Which burst 
Was received. 

4 BurstNr This indicates Which burst slot in the Frame this Was 
transmitted in. With the addition of the Inroute and Frame 
number it Was received on, RCS 510 Will be able to 
uniquely identify the source and destination. 

8 Length FEC This is the FEC value for the length produced via table 
lookup in softWare. 

8 Length This is the length of the burst. It includes all the bytes 
starting With the Backlog Indicator ?eld through the CRC. 

8 Backlog This ?eld may be used to indicate the number of bytes of 
Backlog that are present and is preferably encoded as a 
?oating point number With a 2 bit eXponent ?eld and a 6 
bit mantissa, for eXample, and may be rounded up by TU 450. 

N x 8 Encapsulated This may contain 0 or more bytes of encapsulated 
Datagrams datagrams. There preferably is no relationship betWeen IP 

Datagram boundaries and the contents of this ?eld, i.e. 
this ?eld can contain a section of an IP Datagram, or 

multiple IP Datagrams. The value of N can be derived by 
subtracting the size of the other ?elds in the packet from the Length. 

16 CRC This is the burst required CRC ?eld. A burst With an 
invalid CRC is dropped, and statistics are retained. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A control station for tWo-Way satellite communication, 

comprising: 
an RF section for transmitting a broadcast signal and 

receiving a return channel from a remoter user; and 

a return channel subsystem including a return channel 
controller to process return channel information and set 
a user bandwidth in the return channel. 

2. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel subsystem further includes a burst channel demodu 
lator to demodulate the return channel information. 

3. The control station of claim 2, Wherein the return 
channel controller controls the burst channel demodulator. 

4. The control station of claim 2, Wherein the return 
channel controller dedicates the burst channel demodulator 
to the remote user based on a bandWidth allocation request 
provided by the return channel information. 

5. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller sets the user bandWidth of the return 
channel by evaluating a user backlog indicator provided by 
the remote user in a return channel message. 

6. The control station of claim 5, Wherein the return 
channel message is an ALOHA burst message. 

7. The control station of claim 6, Wherein the ALOHA 
burst message contains a bandWidth allocation request. 

8. The control station of claim 7, Wherein the return 
channel controller assigns the remote user periodic band 
Width in response to the bandWidth allocation request. 

9. The control station of claim 6, Wherein the ALOHA 
burst message contains an information packet of a prede 
termined slot siZe. 

10. The control station of claim 5, Wherein the return 
channel controller allocates bandWidth if the user backlog 
indicator is greater than a threshold value. 

11. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller further assigns a frequency of the return 
channel. 

12. The control station of claim 11, Wherein the return 
channel controller assigns the frequency of the return chan 
nel through an inroute assignment packet provided to the 
remote user through the broadcast signal. 

13. The control station of claim 11, Wherein the return 
channel controller changes the frequency of the return 
channel from a ?rst frequency to a second frequency, said 
?rst and second frequencies being Within a ?rst return 
channel group and a second return channel group, respec 
tively. 

14. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller changes a frequency of the return chan 
nel. 

15. The control station of claim 14, Wherein the return 
channel controller changes the frequency of the return 
channel from a ?rst frequency to a second frequency, said 
?rst and second frequencies each being Within a same return 
channel group. 

16. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the broadcast 
signal is an asynchronous DVB transport stream. 

17. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel information is provided by a TDMA signal. 

18. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller allocates a stream access return channel 
to the remote user based on a bandWidth allocation request 
provided by the return channel information. 
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19. The control station of claim 18, Wherein the return 
channel controller allocates a dedicated frequency to the 
remote user. 

20. The control station of claim 18, Wherein the return 
channel controller changes an assigned frequency of the 
remote user. 

21. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller sets the user bandWidth of the return 
channel by providing a bandWidth allocation packet to the 
remote user through the broadcast signal. 

22. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the return 
channel controller assigns the frequency of the return chan 
nel by evaluating a user backlog indicator provided by the 
remote user in a return channel message. 

23. The control station of claim 1, Wherein the RF section 
receives a plurality of return channels from a plurality of 
remote users, and Wherein said return channel subsystem 
processes return channel information from the plurality of 
return channels and sets respective user bandWidths in each 
of the plurality of return channels. 

24. The control station of claim 23, Wherein a subset of 
the plurality of return channels are con?gured to support 
ALOHA burst transmissions. 

25. The control station of claim 23, Wherein the return 
channel subsystem further includes a plurality of burst 
channel demodulators each assigned to an associated one of 
the plurality of return channels to demodulate respective 
return channel information. 

26. The control station of claim 23, Wherein the return 
channel controller assigns bandWidth to each of the plurality 
of return channels based upon a predicted traf?c load. 

27. The control station of claim 23, Wherein the return 
channel controller assigns bandWidth to a portion of the 
plurality of return channels based upon a predicted traf?c 
loading, and assigns bandWidth for at least one of the 
plurality of return channels based upon a bandWidth alloca 
tion request. 

28. The control station of claim 23, Wherein the return 
channel controller provides a load status of a plurality of 
return channel groups and a load status of the plurality of 
return channels through an inroute group de?nition packet 
provided to the remote user through the broadcast signal. 

29. A transceiver for transmitting a frame synchroniZed 
message to a control node, comprising: 

a receiver Which detects a control node timing message in 
a received broadcast signal; 

a timing recovery section Which uses the control node 
timing message to determine a transmit frame start 
time; 

a message buffer to store an outgoing user message; and 

a transmitter adapted to uplink the outgoing user message 
on a transmit frequency during an assigned period after 
the transmit frame start time, said transmit frequency 
being determined by a ?rst inroute group de?nition 
packet received in the broadcast signal, Wherein said 
?rst inroute group de?nition packet is associated With 
a ?rst return channel group. 

30. The transceiver of claim 29, further comprising a 
processor Which provides a traf?c backlog indicator 
included in the outgoing user message. 

31. The transceiver of claim 29, Wherein the transmit 
frequency is in the ?rst return channel group. 










